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ABoUt tHe AUtHor

chris Haden has over 30 years of experience working with it in Finance. After a
joint honours degree in computer science & Accounting he worked as an
assembler software developer in the nuclear and technology industries. in the
late 1980’s he moved into document image Processing, and in 1991 he
deployed the UK’s first wide area network supplier invoice scan and approval
solution for swan national Leasing. 

during the rest of the 1990’s chris designed and delivered over 100 document
capture solutions as a reseller for elsag Bailey, Kodak & Fujitsu. His clients
 included marks & spencer, dvLA, and iBm. in April 1999 martec were acquired
by Anacomp as the start of their digital data division.

As UK managing director chris launched Anacomp’s docHarbor outsourced,
hosted saas document solution, this is ‘cloud’ before ‘cloud’ was born! chris’s
evangelising grew it to a 2 billion page store at peak, with clients such as
Boots, and Peugeot/citroen, with many of the solutions embracing data capture
 technology to load into erP systems, support document indexing and provide
business processes management.

since leaving Anacomp in 2007, chris has advised companies on optimising
their business processes and improving their data capture document manage-
ment. All clients report significant business benefits from the efficient capture
solutions in Finance, Hr, and all other business areas that have been deployed.

during the last decade chris has deployed and supported dozens of capture
solutions including many Automated invoice Processing solutions. in addition, 
he has supplied over 50 saas document repositories containing over a billion
 documents. chris is now advising and deploying solutions providing significant
business benefits using capture technology.
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If you are a Chief
Executive, Managing
Director, or Finance
Director looking to
reduce costs in your
finance department,
then Automated
Invoice Processing is
a great place to
start.

execUtive sUmmAry

in this Accounts Payable User Guide we will explain what Automated invoice
 Processing (AiP) is and where the benefits can be achieved with professional
and well-designed implementations. We will also consider in detail the often
 debated Line Level versus Header Level matching question. there are also a
few short case studies describing three scenarios that may help you position
your business and how AiP can help.

if you are a chief executive, managing director, or Finance director looking to
 reduce costs in your finance department, then Automated invoice Processing is
a great place to start. if you are a Financial controller, Accountant or an
outsource Financial services provider then you can deliver business benefits to
the board by introducing such a solution.

significant tangible benefits from reduced operational costs, and intangible
 benefits from business improvements can be achieved using AiP and these are
detailed in section 4. We surveyed existing AiP users, and over 65% saw
 financial benefits and over 67% operational benefits from Automated invoice
 Processing!
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AIP is the automation
of the manual tasks
of handling, capturing
information from, and
managing the
processing of supplier
invoices.

WHAt is AUtomAted invoice ProcessinG?

in straightforward terms AiP is the automation of the manual tasks of handling,
capturing information from, and managing the processing of supplier invoices.
Paper invoices are scanned, and electronically delivered invoices are loaded into
the software solution. the electronic invoices could come attached to e-mail, be
sent via file transfer, or be part of an electronic data interchange (edi) system. 

the system then extracts the data, validates the information, and sorts the
documents into organised electronic ‘queues’ for the next steps. Business
process management (BPm) software (historically called Workflow) is set up with
rules to implement an efficient approval, payment and query resolution process.

considerable automation of this process can be achieved by allowing invoices
that match (or very nearly match) the purchase requisition of works order to go
straight through to the accounting or erP solution for payment. An acceptable
tolerance level for variations can be set to reduce the number of minor queries. 

invoices that are ‘invalid’, as defined by the business, can be automatically
rejected and the supplier informed via e-mail to re-submit the invoice with the
errors corrected. invoices can be pre-approved by business managers, again
these can go straight through to payment processing.

this means that only invoices from recognised suppliers, with valid information,
but with recognisable errors or issues require clerical or managerial attention. in
the next section we will look at this in more detail.

The Automated Invoice Process

there are 6 main components required in any solution:

• scanning, or import of the invoice documents

• classification (optional)

• data capture to extract the data

• validation and repair of the captured data

• software process to automate authorisation, payment & exceptions

• data transfer to the finance system
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Automating the
entire process can
deliver benefits, but
organisations can
reap the most results
when authorisation,
payment and excep-
tions handling are
optimised in such a
solution. 
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Scanning, or import of the documents

this function is often incorporated into the data capture software product, and in
this case, can achieve the greatest levels of controls and tracking. 

Key elements to look for include: does the solution reduce document preparation
time, does it easily link multipage invoices or invoices with attachments? can the
system import many different document formats?

Document classification

this phase provides sorting of documents. this can help streamline the post
capture processing, reduce the processing of documents that do not need data
capture and can also weed out correspondence for processing by other depart-
ments.

Data capture to extract key invoice information

in this phase, the software processes the images and attempts to extract the
 relevant information required from the image and convert into data. 

the quality of the data capture is the key element of any solution. documents 
that are accurately ‘read’, process quicker, and also reduce human intervention
required to repair any errors. 

Validation of the captured data

there are three parts to this phase: Firstly, the accuracy can be checked by
comparing the data extracted against the image of the scanned invoice. 

next, the data can be validated against database records, for example ensuring the
key supplier data is valid. this can be achieved using straightforward database look
up to check elements such as supplier name, vAt number etc. 

in addition, elements such as invoice date, can be format and range checked to
ensure posting in the correct accounting period.

Finally, integration to the accounting or erP solution enables checking of the
purchase order, works order, or requisition data. this is an area for debate. is it
sufficient to compare at the totals level or should we attempt to process every 
line and check its accuracy? take a look at section 5.

Authorisation, payment and exceptions handling

software controlled processes are required to ensure complete control of the operation
and confirm and record that the accurate, validated data is authorised by the appro-
priate person and loaded in a timely manner into the erP or accounting solution.

the last two of these phases are, in my opinion, where the benefits are gained or
lost. the more these stages are automated, and the less human interaction is
required, then the better the cost reduction, the shorter process, and the more
overall business benefits can be gained.

Data transfer to the finance system

Finally, software controlled processes are required to ensure complete control of
the operation and confirm and record that the accurate, validated data is autho-
rised by the appropriate person and loaded in a timely manner into the erP or
accounting solution.



Case studies show an
up to 47% reduction
in Accounts Payable
costs.

tHe BeneFits

there are many business benefits to be gained from implementing capture tech-
nology in Automated invoice Processing. We have case studies showing up to
47% cost  reductions in Accounts Payable operational costs. this a significant
amount and, along with intangible benefits can provide excellent return on
investment (roi).

savings can come from a number of sources:

– Increase process transparency and improve internal controls

• standardisation of invoice processing

• no more lost or misplaced invoices

• visibility for budget management, planning and forecasting

• reduction in incidents of fraud and double payments

• regulation compliance and risk management

– Reduced operating costs

• Lower headcount

• reduced management time approving payments

• consolidation of processing into one centre

• elimination of manual entry through automated data extraction

• Quicker processing of problematic invoices

– Optimisation of data quality

• Fewer manual processes, more time for other activities

• Higher quality data dropping out at the end of the process

• Automated control of regulation compliance (also on an international level)

• Purchase order discrepancy handling

• only validated invoices will be booked in the erP

– Cash flow and performance management

• Faster payments to suppliers giving rise to payment discounts

• elimination of late payment fees and penalties

• Faster visibility of all outstanding debts

• scheduling of invoice payment at optimal times
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Roughly 2/3 of
respondents saw 
operational and
 financial benefits
from their solutions.

of course not all savings are achieved from every implementation, but these are
the goals for any solution that automates the invoice process. When we
surveyed existing customers we found they reported the following benefits:

Operational Benefits

67.5 % of surveyed AIP users saw operational benefits 

it is interesting to note that the three key benefits - increased speed, improved
Accuracy and reduced time - feature at almost the same percentage for AiP
users, giving confidence to future adopters of AiP that can aim to get benefits in
a number of areas.

Financial Benefits

65% of surveyed AIP users saw financial benefits

the financial benefits results clearly show that implementers of AiP save
money! this means that it is easy to produce a business case for investors to
make savings, which is often required by organisations before embarking a
project of this nature. it makes sense to produce one anyway, as it becomes a
valuable results benchmark when  evaluating the project success at a later date.
interestingly, only 3.6% of surveyed AiP users achieved financial benefits from
Line Level matching! this leads us to the Line Level versus Header Level
matching discussion in the next section.
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Line LeveL vs. HeAder LeveL mAtcHinG

to ensure the greatest accuracy and the maximum business benefits, many solu-
tion providers preach that every line of the supplier invoice must be captured,
recognised, matched, and validated against the relevant Purchase order, and/or
delivery note for the invoice processing to be complete, hence the phrase “Line
Level matching” (LLm).

my belief, based on a significant number of implementations over the last 8
years, is that this is not typically the case. “Header level matching” (HLm) can
achieve extremely high levels of savings, and considerable other benefits for the
lowest cost of implementation. 

in this case the invoice totals (net Amount, vAt and total Amount) along with
other data, which might include supplier identification fields, company registra-
tion number, vAt registration number, Purchase order number, and possibly other
identification fields are captured, validated and matched against Purchase order
data.

there are circumstances where, in order to maintain low level cost control, or
where line items are extremely expensive, that invoice line data is captured and
becomes part of the processing logic. 

this may not need to be for all invoices received, so a partial LLm solution could
be applied in this case to achieve the required control without the cost of imple-
menting LLm for the whole spectrum of invoices received. many finance
managers are asked by the supplier if they want to match the captured data at
header level or line level and they are unsure how to decide. 

in the majority of cases the answer is to match at Header Level only and auto-
mate the process based on an accurate match. if the net Amount, total Amount
and vAt amounts on the invoice match the purchase order totals then there is
high probability and a practical case to accept this invoice data and move forward
to the approval and payments stages without human intervention.

does this mean that organisations should never capture and process at line
level? my opinion is no, but there is a significant cost differential to define, build,
implement and test a solution to accurately process invoice lines. thus, my
recommendation is only where absolutely necessary, for example where detailed
stock item costing is needed. 

i am often asked “What is the impact of implementing unnecessary line level
matching?” in my experience, implementing where not absolutely necessary can
incur significantly increased back office costs of operators required to investigate
errors and mismatches. these areas alone can often negate the positive (roi)
provided by automating the data entry and the business rules in the first place.
my experience shows that we have in most cases achieved savings in excess of
20% of the current costs, with over 40% in a number of implementations. 
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the next question is then: “can you explain what organisations do if the invoice
header data doesn’t match the purchase order?” my view is that some of the
most effective automated accounts payable solutions have succeeded because
the Finance department has worked with the business units and the suppliers to
agree the optimal way forward. in the case where the invoice doesn’t match the
Purchase order the most economical solutions providing the best business benefits
are to return the invoice automatically to the supplier and ask that it is  re-submitted
to match the purchase order for the most prompt payment.

deploying a solution that captures every line on a supplier invoice adds a number
of areas of complexity to the solution, and therefore increases implementation
cost sometimes up to double. secondly, operationally there can be over 4 times
the volume of data to validate and verify, hence the likely number of issues can
multiply by 400%! issues such as a chubb door lock used on the Po and a yale
door lock used for the repair, and is therefore on the invoice, the part number
fails to match, and the invoice needs human attention, which is unnecessary.

in my opinion, to achieve full, accurate line level matching can consume enormous
amounts of energy during and post capture, and also cause considerable
increases in the implementation and operational costs of the solution, for what is
only a very limited, marginal benefit! therefore if it is possible to achieve high
levels of return on investment using Header level matching (HLm) only, without
the significant cost of implementing line level matching (LLm), then opt for HLm.
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cAse stUdies

in order to set the scene for the debate, here are three examples of AiP imple-
mentations:

A Small Regulatory Department

this client is a UK government department based on the south coast and
employing over 300 people. this solution used a sage integration with header
level matching only. 

the system was an end-to-end Purchase-to-pay process (i.e. request – Approve –
send Po), then match invoice and apply contract matching too. this was
installed live in 2009 and has been running for over 5 years with a high return
on investment. 

A Large Housing Association

this Housing Association is based in the north West of england and employs
over 500 people in 13 regional offices, with a corporate head office in Greater
manchester. 

they provide a wide range of services including care and support, neighbour-
hood investment, housing management and rental or ownership opportunities
to over 26,000 homes. they invested circa £300k and are processing 13,000
housing applications and 120,000 invoices per annum.

their challenge was to manage and control the works orders, invoices, and allo-
cations. the solution integrated to oracle Financials, capita swordfish, and
northgate’s Housing solution. 

the implementation was initially planned as a header level matching solution,
but was changed to a line level matching approach. this created considerable
additional back office processing with complicated issues to resolve, and they
returned back to header level. 

these changes alone cost in excess of £80k, along with the considerable business
disruption. 
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cAse stUdies (cont.)

A pan-European Utility Company

this client started business in the 1930’s and has been trading for nearly 80
years. their challenge was to reduce costs across their european business,
and they had identified the distributed processing of supplier invoices as
having a high cost. 

this is an Accounts payable application only using a Jd edwards integration for
validation initially aimed to handle 110,000 purchase invoices annually. they
invested approximately £300,000 in the overall project.

the client has realised substantial efficiency increases. 

• now able to input 100 – 150 invoices per day as opposed to the previous
30-35 documents per day

• they are now scanning 60,000 documents a month, including all mail room
documents

• early payment opportunities are now realised as the previous bottlenecks
have been removed

• there are no longer any instances of double paying

• erroneous data input has been rapidly reduced

• cost benefits include 8.5 staff now instead of the original 16

• Permanent off site document storage is no longer necessary

• All documentation can be located instantly by customer service staff

• roi realised after 12 months

• 47% overall cost savings using header level matching!
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